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Introduction

A reviewer of an early draft of this book accused us of being enthusiasts. We cheerfully plead guilty. We think health promotion is
both worthwhile and enjoyable.
In writing this book we have tried to practise what we preach.
Writing it has been an exercise in teamwork and we hope it is the
better for the different professional backgrounds and the different
blends of anarchy and discipline that we bring to it. We recognise
that people promote health in many ways, ranging from the intimacy of individual patient care to the impersonality of national
media campaigns. We accept the relevance to health of issues
ranging in size from the micro issues of personal behaviour to the
mega issues such as poverty or global warming. Ultimately, health is
promoted by action but we try to cover both theory and practice
because each enriches the other. We hope that all streams of thought
in health promotion will find something useful in this book but that
none will claim it as their exclusive property.
Using information is an important step in learning. We have
therefore included in each chapter several Discussions/Activities
which can be used for group work. There are no 'correct' answers
to the questions and few 'incorrect' ones. We hope that thinking
about these discussion points will help you make use of the material
that you have read and clarify your own values and preferred ways
of working.
In an effort to use gender-neutral language we have used 'they',
'them' and 'their' for the third person singular. This is grammatically incorrect but seemed preferable to the cumbersome 'he or she'
or the barbarous 'he/she'. We also had difficulties in finding a word
for the individuals whose health was being promoted. We have used
'patient' or 'client' for this purpose but neither word adequately
conveys the sense of autonomy and partnership that ought to
characterise health promotion.
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